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code it primary programming seriesbasic computer coding is now among the
most important skills a child can have for their future code it primary
programming seriesbasic computer coding is now among the most important
skills a child can have for their future at this six year mark this paper
reports on the status of the initiative seeks to assess its effectiveness
and suggests some areas for improvement null as programmers we ve all
seen source code that s so ugly and buggy it makes our brain ache over
the past five years authors dustin boswell and trevor foucher have
analyzed hundreds of examples of bad code much of it their own to
determine why they re bad and how they could be improved their conclusion
you need to write code that minimizes the time it would take someone else
to understand it even if that someone else is you this book focuses on
basic principles and practical techniques you can apply every time you
write code using easy to digest code examples from different languages
each chapter dives into a different aspect of coding and demonstrates how
you can make your code easy to understand simplify naming commenting and
formatting with tips that apply to every line of code refine your program
s loops logic and variables to reduce complexity and confusion attack
problems at the function level such as reorganizing blocks of code to do
one task at a time write effective test code that is thorough and concise
as well as readable being aware of how the code you create affects those
who look at it later is an important part of developing software the
authors did a great job in taking you through the different aspects of
this challenge explaining the details with instructive examples michael
hunger passionate software developer there is no perfect code whilst too
many ways to write bad code even clean code will start to smell over time
the more the functionalities the complexity and the number of different
programmers working on it will make it smell healthy code requires
incremental improvements and reviews to stay that way would you also like
to make more money as a programmer by being better at it discover the job
changing experience that you need sure enough you might perform long
searches on the web to try to put it all together but why should you
waste your time when you can have 15 years of experience condensed into a
single book you can continue doing what you are doing but let s be frank
you won t have read up to this point if you wanted it you are here
because you believe you can have a better career by being a good
programmer it s very tough to self learn without the shared experience
and guidance provided in this book this book will walk through different
approaches reasoning why they are good or bad as well as providing some
clarifying examples mainly python the book is broken down into different
areas ranging from design and good coding practices to performances and
security a checklist ends all the chapters to help you during the code
review process of your projects don t read this book if we are not here
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to talk about theoretical mumbo jumbo we are going to talk about
practical guidance and it is our duty as professionals to code in the
best possible way is it not this book might not be right for you if if
you are looking for an entire encyclopedia on data structures software
architectures and any possible software engineering facets this book is
not for you certain concepts in the book are in pills it provides just
the core information that can assist you in doing better choices this
book is not made to impress you it is made to help you out to be handy
and on point it is not a python programming book nor a programming book
per se either it is meant to help in writing better code by looking at it
from several angles this book is not boring if you are looking for
endless mechanical chapters wrong choice let s add some fun life is too
short if your heart as a programmer is too sensible on how bad code can
be please stop i care about you seriously or at least read with caution
don t stress too much there are other wonderful things in the world and
if you get upset identifying bad things that you did no worries every
single programmer on earth has been there this book is right for you if
this book is aimed at people with at least some experience with
programming in some sort of language c c java python it could be easier
for object oriented programming cowboys and cowgirls to go through the
book but a lot of concepts discussed in the book are general enough to be
the foundations of good coding some more advanced chapters like
concurrency and security might require some more focus to make your own
if you are fairly new to them but no worries keep going it will be
rewarding and it will give you the right tools to be at the top of your
game hence this book is for passionate programmers willing to go the
extra mile and be better at their jobs you will be happier better paid
and with an easier life people who just started to program this book will
power up your programming skills it will avoid you all the avoidable
errors software engineers of all kinds knowing a programming language is
not enough to be good at it and i am sure you are or you will be a really
good one more experienced it people in search of a quick guide on how to
review code but at the end of the day i hope you ll enjoy it code it
primary programming seriesbasic computer coding is now among the most
important skills a child can have for their future if you are a
programmer you need this book you ve got a day to add a new feature in a
34 000 line program where do you start page 333 how can you understand
and simplify an inscrutable piece of code page 39 where do you start when
disentangling a complicated build process page 167 how do you comprehend
code that appears to be doing five things in parallel page 132 you may
read code because you have to to fix it inspect it or improve it you may
read code the way an engineer examines a machine to discover what makes
it tick or you may read code because you are scavenging looking for
material to reuse code reading requires its own set of skills and the
ability to determine which technique you use when is crucial in this
indispensable book diomidis spinellis uses more than 600 real world
examples to show you how to identify good and bad code how to read it
what to look for and how to use this knowledge to improve your own code
fact if you make a habit of reading good code you will write better code
yourself harness code halos to gain competitive advantage in the digital
era amazon beating borders netflix beating blockbuster apple beating
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kodak and the rise of companies like google linkedin and pandora are not
isolated or random events today s outliers in revenue growth and value
creation are winning with a new set of rules they are dominating by
managing the information that surrounds people organizations processes
and products what authors malcolm frank paul roehrig and ben pring call
code halos this is far beyond big data and analytics code halos spark new
commercial models that can dramatically flip market dominance from
industry stalwarts to challengers in this new book the authors show
leaders how digital innovators and traditional companies can build code
halo solutions to drive success the book examines the explosion of
digital information that now surrounds us and describes the profound
impact this is having on individuals corporations and societies shows how
the crossroads model can help anticipate and navigate this market shift
provides examples of traditional firms already harnessing the power of
code halos including ge s brilliant machines disney s theme park magic
band and allstate s mobile devices and analytics that transform auto
insurance with reasoned insight new data real world cases and practical
guidance code halos shows seasoned executives entrepreneurs students line
of business owners and technology leaders how to master the new rules of
the code halo economy special edition of the federal register containing
a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect
with ancillaries vols 65 96 include central law journal s international
law list as gripping as a good thriller the washington post unpack the
science of secrecy and discover the methods behind cryptography the
encoding and decoding of information in this clear and easy to understand
young adult adaptation of the national bestseller that s perfect for this
age of wikileaks the sony hack and other events that reveal the extent to
which our technology is never quite as secure as we want to believe
coders and codebreakers alike will be fascinated by history s most
mesmerizing stories of intrigue and cunning from julius caesar and his
caeser cipher to the allies use of the enigma machine to decode german
messages during world war ii accessible compelling and timely the code
book is sure to make readers see the past and the future in a whole new
way singh s power of explaining complex ideas is as dazzling as ever the
guardian using a simple yet rigorous approach algebraic and stochastic
coding theory makes the subject of coding theory easy to understand for
readers with a thorough knowledge of digital arithmetic boolean and
modern algebra and probability theory it explains the underlying
principles of coding theory and offers a clear detailed description of
each code more advanced readers will appreciate its coverage of recent
developments in coding theory and stochastic processes after a brief
review of coding history and boolean algebra the book introduces linear
codes including hamming and golay codes it then examines codes based on
the galois field theory as well as their application in bch and
especially the reed solomon codes that have been used for error
correction of data transmissions in space missions the major outlook in
coding theory seems to be geared toward stochastic processes and this
book takes a bold step in this direction as research focuses on error
correction and recovery of erasures the book discusses belief propagation
and distributions it examines the low density parity check and erasure
codes that have opened up new approaches to improve wide area network
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data transmission it also describes modern codes such as the luby
transform and raptor codes that are enabling new directions in high speed
transmission of very large data to multiple users this robust self
contained text fully explains coding problems illustrating them with more
than 200 examples combining theory and computational techniques it will
appeal not only to students but also to industry professionals
researchers and academics in areas such as coding theory and signal and
image processing for more than 20 years network world has been the
premier provider of information intelligence and insight for network and
it executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large
organizations readers are responsible for designing implementing and
managing the voice data and video systems their companies use to support
everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration
and electronic commerce includes the decisions of the supreme courts of
massachusetts ohio indiana and illinois and court of appeals of new york
may july 1891 mar apr 1936 appellate court of indiana dec 1926 feb 1927
mar apr 1936 courts of appeals of ohio �������������steve mcconnell������
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application of object technology particularly the java programming
language has become commonplace a new problem has emerged to confront the
software development community significant numbers of poorly designed
programs have been created by less experienced developers resulting in
applications that are inefficient and hard to maintain and extend
increasingly software system professionals are discovering just how
difficult it is to work with these inherited non optimal applications for
several years expert level object programmers have employed a growing
collection of techniques to improve the structural integrity and
performance of such existing software programs referred to as refactoring
these practices have remained in the domain of experts because no attempt
has been made to transcribe the lore into a form that all developers
could use until now in refactoring improving the design of existing code
renowned object technology mentor martin fowler breaks new ground
demystifying these master practices and demonstrating how software
practitioners can realize the significant benefits of this new process
with proper training a skilled system designer can take a bad design and
rework it into well designed robust code in this book martin fowler shows
you where opportunities for refactoring typically can be found and how to
go about reworking a bad design into a good one each refactoring step is
simple seemingly too simple to be worth doing refactoring may involve
moving a field from one class to another or pulling some code out of a
method to turn it into its own method or even pushing some code up or
down a hierarchy while these individual steps may seem elementary the
cumulative effect of such small changes can radically improve the design
refactoring is a proven way to prevent software decay in addition to
discussing the various techniques of refactoring the author provides a
detailed catalog of more than seventy proven refactorings with helpful
pointers that teach you when to apply them step by step instructions for
applying each refactoring and an example illustrating how the refactoring
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works the illustrative examples are written in java but the ideas are
applicable to any object oriented programming language in its 114th year
billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends 1893 94 include selected decisions of the
board of revenue n w p and oudh
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as programmers we ve all seen source code that s so ugly and buggy it
makes our brain ache over the past five years authors dustin boswell and
trevor foucher have analyzed hundreds of examples of bad code much of it
their own to determine why they re bad and how they could be improved
their conclusion you need to write code that minimizes the time it would
take someone else to understand it even if that someone else is you this
book focuses on basic principles and practical techniques you can apply
every time you write code using easy to digest code examples from
different languages each chapter dives into a different aspect of coding
and demonstrates how you can make your code easy to understand simplify
naming commenting and formatting with tips that apply to every line of
code refine your program s loops logic and variables to reduce complexity
and confusion attack problems at the function level such as reorganizing
blocks of code to do one task at a time write effective test code that is
thorough and concise as well as readable being aware of how the code you
create affects those who look at it later is an important part of
developing software the authors did a great job in taking you through the
different aspects of this challenge explaining the details with
instructive examples michael hunger passionate software developer
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there is no perfect code whilst too many ways to write bad code even
clean code will start to smell over time the more the functionalities the
complexity and the number of different programmers working on it will
make it smell healthy code requires incremental improvements and reviews
to stay that way would you also like to make more money as a programmer
by being better at it discover the job changing experience that you need
sure enough you might perform long searches on the web to try to put it
all together but why should you waste your time when you can have 15
years of experience condensed into a single book you can continue doing
what you are doing but let s be frank you won t have read up to this
point if you wanted it you are here because you believe you can have a
better career by being a good programmer it s very tough to self learn
without the shared experience and guidance provided in this book this
book will walk through different approaches reasoning why they are good
or bad as well as providing some clarifying examples mainly python the
book is broken down into different areas ranging from design and good
coding practices to performances and security a checklist ends all the



chapters to help you during the code review process of your projects don
t read this book if we are not here to talk about theoretical mumbo jumbo
we are going to talk about practical guidance and it is our duty as
professionals to code in the best possible way is it not this book might
not be right for you if if you are looking for an entire encyclopedia on
data structures software architectures and any possible software
engineering facets this book is not for you certain concepts in the book
are in pills it provides just the core information that can assist you in
doing better choices this book is not made to impress you it is made to
help you out to be handy and on point it is not a python programming book
nor a programming book per se either it is meant to help in writing
better code by looking at it from several angles this book is not boring
if you are looking for endless mechanical chapters wrong choice let s add
some fun life is too short if your heart as a programmer is too sensible
on how bad code can be please stop i care about you seriously or at least
read with caution don t stress too much there are other wonderful things
in the world and if you get upset identifying bad things that you did no
worries every single programmer on earth has been there this book is
right for you if this book is aimed at people with at least some
experience with programming in some sort of language c c java python it
could be easier for object oriented programming cowboys and cowgirls to
go through the book but a lot of concepts discussed in the book are
general enough to be the foundations of good coding some more advanced
chapters like concurrency and security might require some more focus to
make your own if you are fairly new to them but no worries keep going it
will be rewarding and it will give you the right tools to be at the top
of your game hence this book is for passionate programmers willing to go
the extra mile and be better at their jobs you will be happier better
paid and with an easier life people who just started to program this book
will power up your programming skills it will avoid you all the avoidable
errors software engineers of all kinds knowing a programming language is
not enough to be good at it and i am sure you are or you will be a really
good one more experienced it people in search of a quick guide on how to
review code but at the end of the day i hope you ll enjoy it
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code it primary programming seriesbasic computer coding is now among the
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if you are a programmer you need this book you ve got a day to add a new
feature in a 34 000 line program where do you start page 333 how can you



understand and simplify an inscrutable piece of code page 39 where do you
start when disentangling a complicated build process page 167 how do you
comprehend code that appears to be doing five things in parallel page 132
you may read code because you have to to fix it inspect it or improve it
you may read code the way an engineer examines a machine to discover what
makes it tick or you may read code because you are scavenging looking for
material to reuse code reading requires its own set of skills and the
ability to determine which technique you use when is crucial in this
indispensable book diomidis spinellis uses more than 600 real world
examples to show you how to identify good and bad code how to read it
what to look for and how to use this knowledge to improve your own code
fact if you make a habit of reading good code you will write better code
yourself
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harness code halos to gain competitive advantage in the digital era
amazon beating borders netflix beating blockbuster apple beating kodak
and the rise of companies like google linkedin and pandora are not
isolated or random events today s outliers in revenue growth and value
creation are winning with a new set of rules they are dominating by
managing the information that surrounds people organizations processes
and products what authors malcolm frank paul roehrig and ben pring call
code halos this is far beyond big data and analytics code halos spark new
commercial models that can dramatically flip market dominance from
industry stalwarts to challengers in this new book the authors show
leaders how digital innovators and traditional companies can build code
halo solutions to drive success the book examines the explosion of
digital information that now surrounds us and describes the profound
impact this is having on individuals corporations and societies shows how
the crossroads model can help anticipate and navigate this market shift
provides examples of traditional firms already harnessing the power of
code halos including ge s brilliant machines disney s theme park magic
band and allstate s mobile devices and analytics that transform auto
insurance with reasoned insight new data real world cases and practical
guidance code halos shows seasoned executives entrepreneurs students line
of business owners and technology leaders how to master the new rules of
the code halo economy
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special edition of the federal register containing a codification of
documents of general applicability and future effect with ancillaries
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as gripping as a good thriller the washington post unpack the science of
secrecy and discover the methods behind cryptography the encoding and
decoding of information in this clear and easy to understand young adult
adaptation of the national bestseller that s perfect for this age of
wikileaks the sony hack and other events that reveal the extent to which
our technology is never quite as secure as we want to believe coders and
codebreakers alike will be fascinated by history s most mesmerizing
stories of intrigue and cunning from julius caesar and his caeser cipher
to the allies use of the enigma machine to decode german messages during
world war ii accessible compelling and timely the code book is sure to
make readers see the past and the future in a whole new way singh s power
of explaining complex ideas is as dazzling as ever the guardian
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using a simple yet rigorous approach algebraic and stochastic coding
theory makes the subject of coding theory easy to understand for readers
with a thorough knowledge of digital arithmetic boolean and modern
algebra and probability theory it explains the underlying principles of
coding theory and offers a clear detailed description of each code more
advanced readers will appreciate its coverage of recent developments in
coding theory and stochastic processes after a brief review of coding
history and boolean algebra the book introduces linear codes including
hamming and golay codes it then examines codes based on the galois field
theory as well as their application in bch and especially the reed
solomon codes that have been used for error correction of data
transmissions in space missions the major outlook in coding theory seems
to be geared toward stochastic processes and this book takes a bold step
in this direction as research focuses on error correction and recovery of
erasures the book discusses belief propagation and distributions it
examines the low density parity check and erasure codes that have opened
up new approaches to improve wide area network data transmission it also
describes modern codes such as the luby transform and raptor codes that
are enabling new directions in high speed transmission of very large data
to multiple users this robust self contained text fully explains coding
problems illustrating them with more than 200 examples combining theory
and computational techniques it will appeal not only to students but also



to industry professionals researchers and academics in areas such as
coding theory and signal and image processing
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for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of
information intelligence and insight for network and it executives
responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations
readers are responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice
data and video systems their companies use to support everything from
business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic
commerce
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apr 1936 appellate court of indiana dec 1926 feb 1927 mar apr 1936 courts
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as the application of object technology particularly the java programming
language has become commonplace a new problem has emerged to confront the
software development community significant numbers of poorly designed
programs have been created by less experienced developers resulting in
applications that are inefficient and hard to maintain and extend
increasingly software system professionals are discovering just how
difficult it is to work with these inherited non optimal applications for
several years expert level object programmers have employed a growing
collection of techniques to improve the structural integrity and



performance of such existing software programs referred to as refactoring
these practices have remained in the domain of experts because no attempt
has been made to transcribe the lore into a form that all developers
could use until now in refactoring improving the design of existing code
renowned object technology mentor martin fowler breaks new ground
demystifying these master practices and demonstrating how software
practitioners can realize the significant benefits of this new process
with proper training a skilled system designer can take a bad design and
rework it into well designed robust code in this book martin fowler shows
you where opportunities for refactoring typically can be found and how to
go about reworking a bad design into a good one each refactoring step is
simple seemingly too simple to be worth doing refactoring may involve
moving a field from one class to another or pulling some code out of a
method to turn it into its own method or even pushing some code up or
down a hierarchy while these individual steps may seem elementary the
cumulative effect of such small changes can radically improve the design
refactoring is a proven way to prevent software decay in addition to
discussing the various techniques of refactoring the author provides a
detailed catalog of more than seventy proven refactorings with helpful
pointers that teach you when to apply them step by step instructions for
applying each refactoring and an example illustrating how the refactoring
works the illustrative examples are written in java but the ideas are
applicable to any object oriented programming language
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in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends
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